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Instructions :

1. This question paper has 35 questions in three sections (A, B and C).

2. Answer all the questions on a separate answer book supplied to you.

3. 15 minutes of time is allotted exclusively for reading the question pa-
per and 3.00 hours for writing the answers.

4. Answer all the questions of Section - B (Grammar & Vocabulary) in
the same order at one place in your answer book.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Section - A : Reading Comprehension
Questions (1-5) : Read the following passage carefully.

"The challenges in our lives are there to strengthen our convictions. They
are not there to run us over", said Nick. In 1990, Nick won the Australian Young
Citizen of the Year award for his bravery and perseverance. 'And once I was in
a car and a girl at traffic lights was looking at me interestingly. She could only
see my head so I decided to do a 360 degree spin in the car seat to freak her
out. Her face was like woooooooah what is going on ? She sped off really
quickly.' Nick began travelling the world and in 2008 he went to Hawaii and
met surfing master Bethany Hamilton, who had her arm bitten off by a shark
when she was 12. (Attitude is Altitude)

Now, answer the following questions : 5 × 2 = 10

1. How did Nick go against the tide and was not run over by the challenges ?

2. Which way would you like will make us to...........

3. The challenges in our lives will make us to.........
(A) lead others (B) become stronger in facing tough times
(C) write articles

4. God has made all of us as we are to.......
(A) enjoy the life (B) become more popular (C) help others

5. After reading the article of the disabled man Nick had decided to.........
(A) enjoy the beauty of his eyes
(B) build confidence in others.       (C) visit my countries in the world

1
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Questions (6 -8) : Read the following stanza carefully.

And I have learned too

to laugh with only my teeth

and shake hands without my heart.

I have also learned to say, ‘Goodbye’,

when I mean ‘Good-riddance’;

to say ‘ Glad to meet you’,

without being glad; and to say ‘It’s been

nice talking to you’, after being bored. (Once upon a time)
Choose the correct answers to the following questions : 3 × 2 = 6

6. "It's been nice talking to you" is said by
(A) When he enjoyed talking with other
(B) When he felt bored
(C) When he met his childhood friend

7. 'Good - riddance' the phrase is used
(A) to avoid unwanted person
(B) to receive unwanted person
(C) to greet close friends

8. 'Laughing with teeth and shaking hands with out heart" means
(A) No feelings at all.
(B) Showing great concern
(C) Showing more affection.

Questions (9-10) : Read the following passage carefully.

Henry and
Mrs. Slater : Hush ! Quiet, Elizabeth !

Mrs. Jordan : I’ll not be stopped. After you were dead, I say.

Abel : After who was dead ?

Mrs. Jordan : You.

Abel : But I’m not dead !

Mrs. Jordan : No, but they thought you were. (A pause. Abel gazes round at

them.)

Abel : Oho ! So that’s why you’re all in black to-day. You thought I

was dead. (He chuckles.) That was a big mistake. (He sits and
resumes his tea.)

Mrs. Slater : (sobbing) Father. (The Dear Departed - II)

2
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Now, answer the following questions : 2 × 2 = 4

9. ‘That was a big mistake’. The big mistake mentioned was........ ( )
(A) fighting for the properties of Abel.
(B) taking the things of Abel.                  (C) thinking that Abel was dead.

10. Mrs. Slater trying to stop Mrs. Jordan because...... ( )
(A) that was the tea break.
(B) their father died that morning.
(C) their robbery would be revealed.

Questions (11-15) : Read the following table.

Details of COVID - 19 cases as on 19May, 2020

World India Andhra Pradesh Telangana

New Cases     55,329  5,242         52        41

Total Cases 48,54,595 96,149    2,432   1,592

Total Deaths   3,18,299  3,029         50       34

Now, answer the following questions : 5 × 2 = 10

11. What is the given table about ?

12. Mention the total number of cases in India.

13. State the total number of deaths in the world.
(A) 3029 (B) 1592 (C) 3,18,299

14. Total number of cases recorded in Andhra Pradesh.
(A) 2432 (B) 1592 (C) 52

15. Which of the following is a TRUE statement ?

(A) There are 96,169 new cases in India.

(B) Total number of cases in Telangana are 2432.
(C) The ratio of total deaths in Andhra Pradesh to that of Telangana is 25 : 17

Section - B : Grammar & Vocabulary

Note : Answer all the questions of Section - B (Grammar & Vocabulary) in the
same order at one place in your answer book.

16. Combine the following sentences using 'who'. 2
Abel wanted to leave the house. He was the grandpa of Victoria.

A. ............................................................................................................

17. Change the following sentence into Passive voice. 2

Mr. Abel will marry Mrs. John Shorrocks.

A. ............................................................................................................
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18. Combine the following sentences using 'If'. 2

She nursed her husband. He came back to health.

A. ............................................................................................................

19. Fill in the blanks with suitable prepositions given in the brackets.
2 × 1 = 2

(a) Kohli has been selected .......................................... Misra for the next match.
(in spite of / in place of / for the sake of)

(b) He was dedicated ...........................................................his job. (to / for / at)

20. Fill in the blanks with suitable forms of verbs given in brackets.2 × 1 = 2
When NHK Radio ......(interview) Maathai, she shared all the experiences she
.......................................................................... (have) with the rural people.

21. Your friend rides his/her scooter without helmet. Advise him/her to wear
a helmet. 2

A. ............................................................................................................

22. Change the following into polite request. 2

You to your neighbour  : Reduce your T.V. volume.

A. ............................................................................................................

23. What  do the following sentences mean ?
Choose the right answer and write in your answer book. 2 × 1 = 2

(i) You are staying in the town, aren’t you ?

(a) suggestion (b) request (c) permission (d) confirmation

(ii) Return these books to the library.

(a) making a request (b) offering a suggestion

(c) giving an order (d) making a statement

24. Read the paragraph and write the synonyms of the underlined words choos-
ing from the box given below : 4 × 1 = 4

Realise, satisfaction, unwillingly, diminishing, forward, glow

I couldn't convince him to buy a new pair. Reluctantly (a) I gave him the hunt-
ing boots I was wearing. I then took out my pair of leather shoes from the
trunk, and noticed my father's face lighting up (b) with contentment (c).
Suddently he looked at me and said, "Take care. Write to us ......" Father wanted
to say something but the bus started moving. I saw my father gradually reced-
ing (d) into the distance.

(a) .......................    (b) .......................    (c) .......................   (d) .......................
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25. Read the paragraph and match the words under A with their antonyms
under B : 4 × 1 = 4

The Second World War broke out in 1939, when I was eight years old. For
reasons I have never been able (a) to understand, a sudden (b) demand for tama-
rind seeds erupted in the market. I used to collect (c) the seeds and sell (d)
them to a provision shop on Mosque Street.

A B

(a) able ( ) 1. distribute

(b) sudden ( ) 2. buy

(c) collect ( ) 3. contribute

(d) sell ( ) 4. unable

5. immediate

6. gradual

26. Fill in the blanks with the right form of the words given in the brackets :

4 × 1 = 4

                 I ...............(a) (realise / realised / realisation) why God had made us

like this to give hope to others. It was so ............... (b) (inspiration / inspira-

tional / inspiring) to me that I decided to ..............(c) (use / useful / usefully)

my life to encourage other people and give them ........(d) (courageous / coura-

geously / courage) that the article had given me.

27. Complete the following spellings with ou, ea, ai, ie, oe or ou : 2 × 1 = 2

Henry Slater, a (a) st ___ ___ ping, heavy man with a droping (b) m ___ ___

stache, enters.

28. Complete the words with correct suffixes given in brackets : 2 × 1 = 2

The trees are very nice, they grow tall, and they grow very fast, but as they grow

they destroy all the (a) biologi_____ (cal / cle) (b) diver_____ (city / sity).

29. Find the wrongly spelt word and write the correct spelling : 2 × 1 = 2

(a) adversity insurence dissuade aesthetics Ans :.........................

(b) vulgar premier provision villege Ans :.........................
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30. Read the following entry of the word below :

Now, answer the following questions using the information above :
2 × 1 = 2

(a) Is the word ‘analogy’ a countable noun or an uncountable noun ?

A. ............................................................................................................

(b) What is the irregular plural form of ‘analogy’ ?

A. ............................................................................................................

31. Arrange the following words under the correct headings : 8 × ¼ = 2

[ kindness, happiness, sorrow, nobility, joy, cruelty, bravery, moody ]

Quality Feeling

1) ............................................. 1) .....................................................

2) ............................................. 2) .....................................................

3) ............................................. 3) .....................................................

4) ............................................. 4) .....................................................

32. Match the following one word substitutes in Part -A with their meanings
in Part - B. Write only the numbers and their corresponding letters in
your answer book. 4 × ½ = 2

Part - A Part - B

1. Fatalist ( ) (A) One who is present everywhere

2. Omnipresent ( ) (B) One who can do anything for money

3. Mercenary ( ) (C) A practice of having one wife or husband

4. Monogamy ( ) (D) A kind hearted person

(E) A person who believes in fate

(F) A hand written document

6
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Section - C : Creative Expression

33. (a) Abel Merryweather was vexed with the behaviour of his daughters. He thought
that neither of his daughers cared to put up with him. He thought that since
they didn't want him, he would go to someone who would feel it a pleasure to
look after him. He wanted to ‘marry John Shorrocks even at his old age of
72. He wanted to tell the reasons that led him to get married at that ripen old
age. So he told about his decision to Mr. Tattersall, his friend.

Write a possible conversation between Abel Merryweather and Tatter-
sall.                                                                                                                        10

(OR)

(b) Wangari Maathai was able to bring a great change in the lives of African
women rough her Green Belt Movement. She was able to change ordinary
illiterate women into self-reliant. She was able to give them the sense of
pride, the sense of dignity. She was able to make them empowered.

      Write the feelings of one of the woman on this occasion.
34. (a)  Due to the outbreak of Corona virus (COVID-19) people are advised to

keep their surroundings clean and prestine. But it is not so in our locality.
Write a letter to Commissioner of your Municipal Corporation com-
plaining him about the bad and unhealthy conditions of your area and
suggest some steps to be taken in this regard. 10

(OR)

Write a short bio-graphical sketch of ‘Sonia Gandhi’.

Date of Birth : 9th Dec 1946, Luciana, Italy.

Political party : INC

Spouse : Rajeev Gandhi

Parents : Stefano, Paola Maino

Children : Rahul & Priyanka

Alma mater : Bell Education Trust

Posts held : President of INC, Amethi (M.P)

Awards : Honorary Doctorates from University of Madras,
Bressel University etc.

35. Read the following passage carefully focussing on the underlined parts.

Once we had planted (A) those trees, we saw the need for them to under-
stand why we have to have good governance; so it became important to give
them (B) civic education so that they could understand (C) how we govern
ourselves, why we govern ourselves the way we govern ourselves, why we are
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managing our environment the way we are managing it. Because we were deal-
ing with (D) the environment, we gave them education
(E)  both in civics and also in environment. That made them understand clearly
why they should take up the responsibility.

Now, frame 'Wh'  questions to get the underline parts as answers. 10

(or)

Study the following diagram.

Music Preference in Young Adults Aged 16 to 19

Now, write a paragraph describing the information given in the table
above.

Rap

Pop

Classical

Country Music

Heavy Metal
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Instructions : 1. Answer all the questions in a separate answer booklet.

2. The question paper consist of 4 sections and 33 questions.

3. There is an internal choice in Section - IV.

4. Write answers neatly and ligibly.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SECTION - I

Note : 1. Answer all the Questions.

  2. Each Question carries 1 mark. 12 × 1 = 12

1. Which of the following point lies in Q
3
 ?

(A) (3, –2) (B) (3, 2) (C) (–3, –2) (D) (–3, 2)

2. What are the zeroes of x2 –1 ?

3.
5
7

 is the zero of 7x – 5. Is it true / fasle ?

4. If tan � = cot � then the value of �� = .............

5. In 1, 3, 5, 7,..........of A.P, common difference.............

6. Choose the correct answer following.

Statement p : sin 450 = 
2

1

Statement q : tan 300 = 
3

1

(A) p true, q false (B) p false, q true
(C) both p, q are true (D) both p, q are false

7. How many number of zeroes exist for the following graph ?
(A) 1 (B) 2 (C) 0 (D) 3

8. If A = {1, 3}, B = {2, 4} then A ��B = ............

9. What is the mid-point of line joining (1, 3) and (2, 5) ?

1
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10. Write the formula for volume of the cone...........

11. In median = l + �
�
�

�

�

�
�
�

�

� �

f

cfn
2

 ×h, 'l' represents.............

12. Match the folloing :

(a) Volume of cube ( ) (i) 2�rh

(b) Volume of cuboid ( ) (ii) a3

(c) L.S.A of cylinder ( ) (iii) lbh
(A) a - i, b - ii, c - iii (B) a - i, b - iii, c - ii
(C) a - iii, b - i, c - ii (D) a - ii, b - iii, c - i

SECTION - II

Note : 1. Answer all the questions.

  2. Each question carries 2 mark. 8 × 2 = 16

13. Write all the possible subsets of A = {x, y, z}.

14. Is x2 + 2 = 2x – 5 a linear equation in one variable ?

15. If p(x) = 5x7 – 6x5 – 3x + 8, find (i) coefficient of x7 and (ii) degree of p(x).

16. –5, –1, 3, 7,........is an arithmetic progression. Why ?

17. What is the probability for drawing out a red king from a deck of cards ?

18. Write the formula for mode of a grouped data.

19. Are the points (3, 2) (–2, –3) and (2, 3) form a triangle ?

20. The top of a clock tower is observed at an angle of elevation of �0 and the foot of the
tower is at the distance of 'd' meters from the observed. Draw the diagram for this data.

SECTION - III

Note : 1. Answer all the questions.

  2. Each question carries 4 marks. 8 × 4 = 32

21. Solve 3x = 5x – 2

22. The area of the rectangular plot is 528 m2. The length of the plot is one more than twice its
breadth, we used to find 'l' and 'b' of plot.

23. If A = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}; B = {2, 4, 6, 8} then find n (A � B) and n (A ��B).

102 E
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24. Find  the quadratic polynomial if the zeroes of it are 2, –1 respectively.

25. If the points A (6, 1), B (8, 2), C (9, 4) and D (p, 3) are the vertices of a parallelogram

taken in order, find the value of 'p'.

26. Find the mode of the given data.

27. Prove that ��
��

cos1
cos1

 = cosec � + cot �.

28. A bag contains lemon flavoured candies only. Malini takes out one candy without looking
in to the bag. What is the probability of (i) an orange flavoured candy (ii) a lemon candy ?

SECTION - IV

Note : 1. Answer all the questions.

  2. Each question carries 8 marks.

  3. There is internal choice for  each question. 5 × 8 = 40

29. (A) A = {x : x set of even prime}; B = {x : x is a natural numbers < 12};

C = {x : x is a multiple of u < 12}; D = {x : x is a factors of 12}

find (i) A � B (ii) B ��C (iii) C – D (iv) A – D

(or)

(B) If  log �
�
�

�
�
� �

3
yx

= 2
1  (log x + log y) then find the value of  x

y
y
x � .

30. (A) If �A and �P are acute angles such that sin A = sin P then prove that �A = �P.

(or)

(B) Prove that Acos1
Asin

Asec
Asec1 2

�
��

.
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31. (A) Find the coordinates of the points of trisection of the line joining the points

A (2, –2) and B (–7, 4)

(or)

(B) Find the mean number of plants per house of the following.

32. (A) State and prove Pythagoras theorem.

(or)

(B) Check whether the following are the quadratic equation or not.

(i)  (x – 2)2 + 1 = 2x – 3 (ii) x(x + 1) + 8 = (x + 2) (x – 2)

(iii) x (2x + 3) = x2 + 1 (iv) (x + 2)3 = x3 – 4

33. (A) Draw the graph of p(x) = x2 – 4x + 5 and find the zeroes. Justify your answer.

(or)

(B) Draw a circle of radius 6 cm. From a point 10 cm away from its centre, construct the

pair of tangents to the circle and measure their lengths. Verify by using Pythogoras

theorem.
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Instructions : 1. There are four sections an 33 questions in this paper.

2. Answers should be written in a given answer booklet.
3. There is internal choice in Section - IV.
4. Write all the questions visible and legibly.
5. 15 minutes are given for reading the question paper and 2.30 hours for

given for answering question.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SECTION - I

Note : 1. Answer all the Questions.

  2. Each Question carries ½ mark. 12 × ½ = 6

1. Write the S.I. units for heat and specific heat.

2. Match the following :

(i) Acid + base ( ) (a) salt + hydrogen

(ii) Acid + Metal carbonates ( ) (b) salt + water

(c) salt + carbondioxide + water

3. What is refraction ?

4. What is the name of given lenses ?  (a) (b)  

5.   Least distance of distinct vision   �    25 cm   �    angle of vision    �    X

What is X ?

6. Which electronic shell is at a higher energy level K or L ?

7. Write the names of the scientists who proposed the following laws.

(i) Law of triads (ii) Law of octaves

8. Define electric current.
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9. Draw the diagram showing the magnetic field of a bar magnet.

10. Assertion (A) : Alloy metal does not undergo corrosion.

Reason (R) : Alloying process prevent the surface of the metallic object to come

contact with atmosphere.

(A) A and R are true and R satisfies A

(B) A and R are true but R doesn't satisfy A.

(C) A is true but R is false

(D) A and R are false

11. What factors affect the formation of cation (or) anion ?

12. Why does carbon form compounds mainly by covalent bonding ?

SECTION - II

Note : 1. Answer all the questions.

  2. Each question carries 1 mark. 8 × 1 = 8

13.
Substance Copper Iron Aluminium Water

Specific heat (cal /g0C) 0.095 0.115 0.21 1

(a) Which material is suitable as the base of the cooking vessel ?

(b) Why do we prefer water as a coolant ?

14. Why pure acetic acid does not conduct electricity ?

15. Write four quantum numbers for 2p1 electron.

16. List any two properties of magnetic field lines.

17. Define the following :

(a) Metallurgy (b) Gangue

18. What are factors which affect the resistance of a material ?

19. Draw the structure of F
2
 molecule by Lewis method.

20. Using the periodic table, predict the formula of compound formed between an element

X of group 13 and another element Y of group 16.

103 E
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SECTION - III

Note : 1. Answer all the questions.

  2. Each question carries 2 marks. 8 × 2 = 16

21. (a) Write the formula for the specific heat.

(b) Write any two applications of specific heat.

22.

Sample 
solution

Red litmus 
paper

Blue litmus 
paper

Phenolphthalein 
solution

Methyl orange 
solution

HNO3

KOH

What do you conclude from the observations noted in the above table ?

23. A man wants to get a picture of a zebra. He photographed a white donkey after fitting a

glass, with black stripes, on to the lens of his camera. What photo will he get ? Explain.

24. Define the following terms :

(a) Potential difference (b) EMF

25. List out the material required for Oersted experiment and mention the precautions to be

taken in the experiment ?

26. (a) What is catenation ?

(b) Write the general formulae for alkanes, alkenes, alkynes.

27. (a) Define power of lens.

(b) Doctor advised to use 2d lens ? What is its focal length ?

28. What is an orbital ? How it is different from Bohr's orbit ?

SECTION - IV

Note : 1. Answer all the questions.
  2. Each question carries 4 marks.
  3. There is internal choice for each question. 5 × 4 = 20

29. (A) Three objects A at 300C, B at 303k and C at 420k are in thermal contact. Then
answer the following questions.

(i)  Which are in 'thermal equilibrium' among A, B and C ?

(ii) From which object to another heat transferred ?

3
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(or)

(B) What would be the final temperature of a mixture of 50g of water at 200C temperature
and 50 g of water at 400C temperature ?

30. (A) Explain the significance of three quantum numbers in predicting the positions of an
electron in an orbit.

(or)

(B) Write the different possibility of bonds formation by a carbon atom.

31. (A)   (i) Why do stars appear as twinkling ?

(ii) The speed of light in a diamond is 1,24,000 km/s. Find the refractive index of
diamond if the speed of light in air is 3,00,000 km/s.

(or)

(B) Explain the formation of BF
3
 molecule with the help of valence bond theory.

32. (A) Fill the information in the empty boxes.

Name of the 
element family

Elements Valency shell 
configuration

Valency
electrons

Valency

From To

Alkali metal 
family

Li Fr

Alkali earth 
metal family

Be Ra

Carbon family C Fl

Halogen family F At

(or)

(B) A lens is formed when a transparent material is bounded by two surfaces of which one
(or) both surfaces are spherical.

(i) Which lens is thick at the middle as compared to edges ?

(ii) Which lens is bounded by two spherical surfaces curved in wards ?

(iii) How does a light ray behave when it is passed through a lens ?

(iv) Write any two uses of lens in our daily life.

33. (A) A student has difficulty in reading the black board while sitting in the last row. What
could be the defect the child is suffering from ? Draw a neat diagram which shows the
correction of above defect.

(or)

(B) Draw the diagram to show the reaction of acids with metals.

4
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Instructions : 1. Answer all the questions in a separate answer booklet.
2. The question paper consist of 4 sections and 33 questions.
3. There is an internal choice in Section - IV.
4. Write answers neatly and ligibly.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SECTION - I

Note : 1. Answer all the Questions in one word or phrase.

  2. Each Question carries 1/
2
 mark. 12 × ½ = 6

1. Complete the following equation.

6CO
2
 + 12H

2
O ���  6H

2
O + 6O

2

2. Which group contains part related to respiratory system ?

3. Complete the following flow chart.

Breathing Gas transport by blood

Cellular respiration

4. Give examples of organisms, which have closed circulatory system.

5. Read the sentence find the error and rewrite it.

Adrenaline Hormone is also called fight or flight hormone.

6. Read the following placards in your school for conducting a rally can you name the occa-
sion to use these ?

Let girls live – Stop feticide If there is No she there 
is no future

Eliminate inequality not girls

Answer 7 and 8 questions with the help of the paragraph.

________ (7)were Produced from remains of ancient plants and animals. They include
_____________(8)
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9. Identify the part X ?

10. Expand : ICRISAT ?

11. Name the scientist with the help of the paragraph.

" He who introduced "Ecological Pyramids", who is he ?

12. Identify the mismatched one.

i) Auxins ( ) a) closing of stomata

ii) Cytokinins ( ) b) cell division

iii) Ethylene ( ) c) ripening of fruit

SECTION - II

Note : 1. Answer all the questions.

  2. Each question carries 1 mark. 8 × 1 = 8

13. What kind of light rays are favourable for photosynthesis ?

14. Sriram said that bacteria and fungi also obtain nutrition. How do you support him ?

15. How many litres urine does a man excrete per day ?

16. "Organ donation" is appreciable. Write your comment.

17. Which cranial plays a major role in controlling muscles movement in the jaw ?

18. If there are two identical factors for a character what is it called ?

19. What does this picture denotes ?   

20. Write any two precautions to prevent COVID - 19.

SECTION - III

Note : 1. Answer all the questions.
  2. Each question carries 2 marks. 8 × 2 = 16

21. Write an experiment to show structure of Chloroplast.

22. Fill the given table.

104 E
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X

Name of the phylum organism Excretory system

Protozoa

Porifera and coelenterates

Platyhelminthesand Nematoda

Annelids

Arthropoda

Mollusca

Echinodermata

Reptiles, Birds  and Mammals
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23. What will happen if theory of Lamarck was not true ?

24. What steps will you take to improve Natural Resources ?

25. Look at the following and answer the following questions.

a) How many plants are taken for this type of propagation ?

b) What do we call the plant attached to the soil ?

26. Study the given paragraph and answer the following questions.

"All the functions are carried out by an effort of several systems working together for
example while movement we hardly just use skeletal system or muscular system alone
several other systems also have their own role to play. Even within the muscular system
several muscles work in a sequence".

a) What triggers movement of muscles ?

b) Define life processes.

27. There is a huge pollution in the land of Raghava's village with plastic. He wants to conduct
a rally to create awareness regarding conservation of land/ plastic usage and its harms to
the nature. Write any four slogans required to conduct this rally.

28. What steps you take to reduce the symptoms of constipation ?

SECTION - IV

Note : 1. Answer all the questions.
  2. Each question carries 4 marks.
  3. There is internal choice for each question. 5 × 4 = 20

29. (A) Explain root pressure with the help of an experiment ?

(or)

(B) Define transport system. Explain how did scientists proved that the food transported
through phloem  with a neatly labeled diagram.

30. (A) Write the differences between Respiration and Photosynthesis.

(or)

(B) What is the pathway taken by air in the respiratory system? Illustrate with a labeled
diagram.

31. (A) With the help of the chemical equation explain the process of  Respiration in detail ?

(or)

(B) Observe the experimental setup and answer the given questions.

a) Lable the parts of the diagram ?

b) When does the person requires this process ?

c) During this process from which blood vessel the blood is taken ?

d) What is the principle involved in this ?
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32. (A) Observe the table and answer the questions.

a) What does this table represents ?
b) Which hormone helps for the seed dormancy ?
c) Which hormone is responsible for the flowering ?
d) Write the function of ethylene.

(or)

(B) Study the given paragraph and answer the questions.

"Apart from the food chains pyramids are another type of representations which
show flow of energy from one organism to another Biomass is organic material of bio-
logical origin that is ultimately derived from the fixation of carbon dioxide by trapping
solar energy during photosynthesis. This includes trees, shrubs, crops, grasses, algae,
aquatic plants, agricultural and forest residues and all forms of human, animal and plant
waste. Any type of plant or animal material that can be converted into energy is called
biomass. When these materials are used for energy production. They are known as bio
fuels. In terrestrial ecosystems, the biomass progressively decreases from producers to
top carnivores.

a) What are ecological pyramids ?

b) Define bio fuels.

c) What is the fate of bio mass in terrestrial ecosystem ?

d) How many types of pyramids are there, define any one of them ?

33. (A) Draw a neat labeled diagram of anal Sphincter, and write about its role.

(or)

(B)

( A ) ( B ) ( C ) ( D )

a) What does these given pictures represents ?

b) Write the use of ( C ) ?

c) Why these ( A ) and ( B ) now a days are recommended to the people by government?

d) What is the significance of 3R's ?
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Instructions : 1. 15 minutes are alloted for reading the question paper in addition 2½
hours for writing answers.

2. All answers should be written in the given separate answer sheets.
3. There are four sections and 33 questions in this paper.
4. There is an internal choice in Section - IV.

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SECTION - I

Note : 1. Answer all the Questions in one word or phrase.

  2. Each Question carries 1 mark. 12 × 1 = 12
1. There are three ranges in Himalayas.

(1) Himadri (2) Himachal (3) ?   Find the third one.

2. The Brahmaputra enters our country through.................state.
(A) Assom (B) Arunachal Pradesh    (C) Sikkim (D) Nagaland

3. What is the sex ratio in the USA ?

4. See the table and answer. 

City
Summer

Max. Temperature Mini. Temperature

Vizag 340C 260C

Guntur 390C 290C

What is the difference in maximum temperatures between Vizag and Guntur ?

5. Put the following in order.
(1) India got Independence. (2) Accepting Indian Constitution
(3) Formation of Drafting Committee (4) Implementation of Constitution

6. See the table and answer.
For how many years did the First World War held ?

7. Find the mismatched set from the following.
(A) Maharashtra - Sugar belt
(B) Coffee Plantations - Karnataka
(C) Rice Producing belt - Delhi

8. Based on the relationship between the information in the first pair, complete the second
pair.

Stalin : USSR : : Roosevelt : ?
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9. Who is responsible person for the Right to Information Act ?

10. Identify the person in the picture who played a keyrole in the formation of
League of Nations.

11. The First Five year plan was not successful 100%. How can we say this ?

12. Name the northern and north western neighbour state of A.P.

SECTION - II

Note : 1. Answer all the questions.
  2. Each question carries 2 marks. 8 × 2 = 16

13. Which Indian islands are of Volcanic origin ? On which side of India are they ?

14. Correct the statement : Population density is higher in mountains as people like the climate
there.

15. What was the Enabling Act ?

16. What was the wish of the Hindu Mahasabha and the RSS ?

17. Write two slogans against alcoholism.

18. Why was World Trade Organisation set up ?

19. Observe the map and answer the fol-
lowing questions.

(a) What is the River Ganga called in
Bangladesh ?

(b) On the banks of which river is
Kolkata situated ?

20. What was the policy of "Appeasement"
of Hitler ?

SECTION - III

Note : 1. Answer all the questions.

  2. Each question carries 4 marks. 8 × 4 = 32

21. How is the service sector different from other sectors ? Illustrate with few examples.

22. "America was very cruel in the Vietnam War". Comment.

23. Observe the table and answer the questions :

Workers Percentage of workers

Cultivators 25

Agri. Labourers 30

Workers in household 

industries

04

59

Other workers 41

(a) Compare cultivators and Agri labourers.
(b) How is an agricultural labourer different from a cultivator ?
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24. What are the issues of conflict between government and the people living in regions of
nuclear power plant in Kudamkulam ?

25. What are the situations that paved to strengthen the
regional parties in present days ?

26. Observe the given map and answer the questions.

(a) Which Chinese region was under control of Ja-
pan ?

(b) Mention any two places which are under the
control of Japan and lying on its Western side.

27. Write suggestions to avoid food waste in Mid-day
meal in your school.

28. If a constitution for the entire school had to be a
drafted, who all should be involved in it and how ?

SECTION - IV
Note : 1. Answer all the questions.

  2. Each question carries 8 marks.
  3. There is internal choice for each question. 5 × 8 = 40

29. (A) "The Indian agriculture depends completely on the monsoon". Describe the cycle of
the monsoon pattern.

(or)
(B) What are the main non-farm production activities taking place in your region ? Write a

brief note on any one such activity.
30. (A) What were the conditions in the country before emergency ?

(or)
(B) Explain the Meira Paibi Movement.

31. (A) Read the following paragraph and answer the questions.
The men drive the carts to the factory where they might have to wait in queue for

several hours before they get to offload the cane. The women, meanwhile, walk several
kilometers back to the settlement. They have to fight exhaustion all the time.

Q. How far is the household work done by the women in these circumstances justified.
(or)

(B) Read the given paragraph and comment on it.
Let us start by recalling the role of environment in development. Many naturally

existing substances like land, water, minerals and ores, products from trees and animals
are central to the production process. In primary sector activities - agriculture, mining,
quarrying - and in the manufacturing and energy sector, production is hugely dependent
on natural resources. The other sectors of the economy too are dependent on natural
resources in various degrees. The potential of an environment to provide these resources
is referred to as an "environment's source function". This function is depleted as re-
sources are consumed or pollution contaminates the resources.

Q.  Identify how the idea of development has been contested through problem of environ-
ment.
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32. (A) Read the given paragraph and answer the questions.

Agent Orange is a defoliant, a plant killer, so called because it was stored in
drums marked with an orange band. Between 1961 and 1971, some 11 million gallons
of this chemical was sprayed from cargo planes by US forces. Their plan was to destroy
forests and fields, so that it would be easier to kill if there was no jungle cover for people
to hide in. Over 14 per cent of the country’s farmland was affected by this poison. Its
effect has been staggering, continuing to affect people till today. Dioxin, an element of
Agent Orange, is known to cause cancer and brain damage in children, and, according
to a study, is also the cause of the high incidence of deformities found in the sprayed
areas.

(a) What is Agent Orange ?
(b) How does Agent Orange affect the children ?
(c) Why did they destroy forests and fields ?
(d) Do you think America was justified in using chemical weapons an civilian population

and forests ?

(or)

(B) Observe the following graph and write your intrepretation.

33. (A)  Mark the following on outline map of  India
(1) River Tapti (2) IT capital of India
(3) The state in which first Covid 19 case traced out (4) The city of Dharavi slum

(or)
(1) The state with lowest population density
(2) Himachal Range
(3) The state which gets abundant rainfall through NE monsoon
(4) The country in which River Ganga is called 'Padma'
(B)  Mark the following on outline map of  World.
(1) The country ruled by F.D. Roosevelt
(2) The country called East Pakistan
(3) The country which sent first satellite into space
(4) Atlantic Ocean

(or)
(1) The country of Bolshevik Revolution
(2) The country with which we have Kashmir issue
(3) One Asian colony of British (with name)
(4) African country which got independence in 1960 (with name)
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